Hearings Being Held By BHE On Master Plan 'For Future'

By REBEL OWEN
Faculty and staff members of the City University (CU) participated in a "hearing" on the proposed Master Plan for CU at Hunter College (Park Avenue) Monday.

The hearing, which was presided over by BHE Chairman Gustave G. Rosenberg and CU Chancellor Albert H. Bowker, will be repeated today for the general public at 4:15 PM in the Hunter College High School auditorium.

CUNY Newspaper Wasn't Approved

A motion that comes before the City University of New York Executive Council (CUNY) is undoubtedly one of defeated, but it was discovered recently that this is not the case.

After considering the merits of the University Press, the proposed CU Newspaper, CUNY passed it by vote of 5-3, including the support of the College. Two weeks ago the question was reconsidered; however, and the previous vote was reinstated with the College's representation being taken in to recind the vote, but preserving the right to reconsider if SG differed. This action by Katkin precipitated allegations of misrepresentation of Student Government's will.

The Master Plan calls for a capital budget outlay of $230 million for construction of new facilities. The plan would result in a huge increase in the capacity of the CU's two-year community colleges, with a total enrollment of 10,000 by 1968, as compared with the present enrollment of 4,100.

Expansion plans for the College call for the completion by 1968 of a new science and physical education building, of a new classroom and a new site at the campus for the Bernard M. Baruch School of Business.

Money Asked For JFK Library

Funds for the John F. Kennedy Memorial Library will be collected at the College during the week of April 27. The money will be used for a special room in the Library, entirely built by donations from colleges and universities.

Stan Lowenthal, who is organizing the drive, plans to ask Mayor Robert F. Wagner and President Galbraith to speak at a special program on Thursday, April 26. A film on Kennedy's life will also be shown.

The Collection expects the College to contribute between $1,800 and $1,900, on the four collection days.

Start Lowenthal to speak at a special program in the Student Government office, Room 331 Finley.

Blume Resumes Chairmanship Of Honors & Awards Committee

By M. LAMBERT KNIGHT
Alan Blume resumed his duties as Chairman of the Intercollegiate Honors and Awards Committee yesterday after Student Government President Bob Rosenberg's refusal to accept his resignation.

Blume has cited a lack of time as the reason for his resignation, and the resolution assert that "thousands of students" can't go to college because they lack funds, and that the state is "incapable" of solving the problem, according to Weisman.
The Undead

When the referendum calling for an end to Honors and Awards was being put into effect, the theory current in their circles is that the students were willing to attend each practice session of one of the College's teams, the least the College should do is make sure that he needs to attend. The men in the Student Government office, Honors and Awards will cost nothing and thus the students who voted yes on the referendum will be satisfied.

We are not satisfied, and we are sure that the student body isn't either. We have thought that when we voted "yes" on the referendum, we were voting for a better Honor and Awards system. We voted new regulations, not a new setup. We voted for a system that provides a basis for selection.

Not-Too Quiet Emphasis

The abuse of amateurism at many American universities tends to justify the College's policy of "quiet emphasis" on athletics, but although some universities are guilty of over-emphasis, the College errs in the opposite direction. The men who devote many hours a week in athletic events do deserve certain privileges — one is early registration. If a student is willing to attend each practice session of one of the College's teams, the least the College should do is make sure that he can be free from classes during practice hours. Early registration is the obvious method.

The main argument against early registration for athletes side-aiside from the bugaboo of big-time athletics scandals — is that other students who give many hours to extra-curricular service deserve the same privilege. For the most part, however, these students do not have to meet anything akin to the perpetual-practice schedules (mandated by the shortage of coaching-hours and facilities).

In any event, these students should be allowed to decide whether they are willing to make a sacrifice. A referendum on early registration for athletes should be on the ballot in the next Student Government Election.

Stomaching Studies

Studying at any time is difficult. Studying during Easter vacation when the newly arrived spring weather brings visions of tennis courts and long walks is even more trying. But studying on an empty stomach is absolutely impossible.

Last week's vacation saw hundreds of starving students gnawing at the wooden tables of Cohen Library. Deprived of the facilities of the Snack Bar and the Cafeteria, students were forced to look far and wide for something to eat. These students had left their favorite eating places which were not only far from the campus but which offered not always wholesome fare.

- A film entitled "Traffic Engineering: Its meaning and vital need in highway "design," and present the Lieutenant Governor of Minnesota. The meeting will be in Room 426 Wagner. A tea will be held on Friday, from 3-5 PM, in Levysohn Lounge, Aspen Rooms.

Blume Is Back

(Continued from Page 1)

Notices would be only temporary, the main road towards social advancement, but there is no saying whether the majority group needs a free tuition college more than another minority group, as Mr. Gettleman believes. The basic concept of a free tuition college is that it shall "be open to all," regardless of whether they are the "Newcomers" or the "Oldcomers" who just haven't made it yet.

There is no doubt that education at any time construed as a financial one.

"I felt that Alan Blume was the only one capable of holding the position" Rosenberg said, explaining his unwillingness to let the past SG President run again.

Brownstein To Vote

In spite of allegations by Observation Post's Associate Editor, Richard Cote, that the existence of Honors and Awards is a means of retribution and unfair process by which the awards were being given out by which the Honors and Awards were being awarded. Yet the referendum passed. The student body clearly indicated its willingness to attend each practice session of one of the College's teams, the least the College should do is make sure that he needs to attend. The men in the Student Government office, Honors and Awards will cost nothing and thus the students who voted yes on the referendum will be satisfied.

We are not satisfied, and we are sure that the student body isn't either. We have thought that when we voted "yes" on the referendum, we were voting for a better Honor and Awards system. We voted new regulations, not a new setup. We voted for a system that provides a basis for selection.

- The final argument against early registration for athletes side-aiside from the bugaboo of big-time athletics scandals — is that other students who give many hours to extra-curricular service deserve the same privilege. For the most part, however, these students do not have to meet anything akin to the perpetual-practice schedules (mandated by the shortage of coaching-hours and facilities).

- In any event, these students should be allowed to decide whether they are willing to make a sacrifice. A referendum on early registration for athletes should be on the ballot in the next Student Government Election.

All clubs will meet at 12:30 tomorrow unless otherwise noted.

Van Doren to Read Poetry at Baruch

Pullitzer-Prize-winning poet Mark Van Doren will read from his own work at the Baruch College, as announced by the General Committee of the College's literary societies.

The poet, who taught many members of the College's English Department, is scheduled to read from his latest collection of poetry. He will also speak on "The Imagery of the Book," with particular emphasis on the College at all the academic requirements for entrance.

The Undead

Veronica by Eudora Welty

The theory current in their circles is that the students were willing to attend each practice session of one of the College's teams, the least the College should do is make sure that he needs to attend. The men in the Student Government office, Honors and Awards will cost nothing and thus the students who voted yes on the referendum will be satisfied.

We are not satisfied, and we are sure that the student body isn't either. We have thought that when we voted "yes" on the referendum, we were voting for a better Honor and Awards system. We voted new regulations, not a new setup. We voted for a system that provides a basis for selection.
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The abuse of amateurism at many American universities tends to justify the College's policy of "quiet emphasis" on athletics, but although some universities are guilty of over-emphasis, the College errs in the opposite direction. The men who devote many hours a week in athletic events do deserve certain privileges — one is early registration. If a student is willing to attend each practice session of one of the College's teams, the least the College should do is make sure that he can be free from classes during practice hours. Early registration is the obvious method.

The main argument against early registration for athletes side-aiside from the bugaboo of big-time athletics scandals — is that other students who give many hours to extra-curricular service deserve the same privilege. For the most part, however, these students do not have to meet anything akin to the perpetual-practice schedules (mandated by the shortage of coaching-hours and facilities).

In any event, these students should be allowed to decide whether they are willing to make a sacrifice. A referendum on early registration for athletes should be on the ballot in the next Student Government Election.

Stomaching Studies

Studying at any time is difficult. Studying during Easter vacation when the newly arrived spring weather brings visions of tennis courts and long walks is even more trying. But studying on an empty stomach is absolutely impossible.

Last week's vacation saw hundreds of starving students gnawing at the wooden tables of Cohen Library. Deprived of the facilities of the Snack Bar and the Cafeteria, students were forced to look far and wide for something to eat. These students had left their favorite eating places which were not only far from the campus but which offered not always wholesome fare.

- A film entitled "Traffic Engineering: Its meaning and vital need in highway "design," and- present the Lieutenant Governor of Minnesota. The meeting will be in Room 426 Wagner. A tea will be held on Friday, from 3-5 PM, in Levysohn Lounge, Aspen Rooms.
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Notices would be only temporary, the main road towards social advancement, but there is no saying whether the majority group needs a free tuition college more than another minority group, as Mr. Gettleman believes. The basic concept of a free tuition college is that it shall "be open to all," regardless of whether they are the "Newcomers" or the "Oldcomers" who just haven't made it yet.

There is no doubt that education at any time construed as a financial one.

"I felt that Alan Blume was the only one capable of holding the position" Rosenberg said, explaining his unwillingness to let the past SG President run again.

Brownstein To Vote

In spite of allegations by Observation Post's Associate Editor, Richard Cote, that the existence of Honors and Awards is a means of retribution and unfair process by which the awards were being given out by which the Honors and Awards were being awarded. Yet the referendum passed. The student body clearly indicated its willingness to attend each practice session of one of the College's teams, the least the College should do is make sure that he needs to attend. The men in the Student Government office, Honors and Awards will cost nothing and thus the students who voted yes on the referendum will be satisfied.

We are not satisfied, and we are sure that the student body isn't either. We have thought that when we voted "yes" on the referendum, we were voting for a better Honor and Awards system. We voted new regulations, not a new setup. We voted for a system that provides a basis for selection.
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ON CAMPUS

WELL-KNOWN FAMOUS PEOPLE: No. 1
This is the first in a series of 48 million columns examining the careers of individuals who have significantly altered the world we live in. We begin today with Max Planck.

Max Planck (or The Pearl of the Pacific, as he often called) gave to modern physics the law known as Planck's Constant. Many people when they first hear of this law, wish to understand. It is too deep for little old me.

If you closely, cleanly, and more frequently than any other blade for people who can't shave after every meal. It shaves more luxury shave. Personna Stainless Steel Razor Blades. Personna is the most widely used shaving system in the world. To order a supply of Personna Stainless Steel Blades, they will buy you whatever blade you think is better. Could anything be more fair? I, for one, think not.

Max Showed No Indication

But I digress. We were speaking of Planck's Constant, which is not, as many think, difficult to understand. It is a law which states that matter behaves like waves, and waves behave like matter. To give you a homely illustration, pick up your pencil and wave it. Your pencil, you will surely agree, is behaving like a wave. Both little girls, both waves, billow flags. Or Ann-Margret.

Planck's Constant, complicated as it is, is beautifully presented in a way that the untrained student, inside square, travel possible, and conquered desert slaughter. Children were heaped upon Mr. Planck (a true City of Brother Love, as he is familiarly known so). He was awarded the Nobel Prize, the Little Brown Jug, and Disneyland. But the honor that pleased Mr. Planck most was that plankton were named after him.

Plankton, as we know, are the floating colonies of one-celled animals on which fish feed. Plankton, in their turn, feed upon one-celled animals called krill. Incidentally, after Dr. Morris Krill who invented the house cat). Krill, in turn, feed upon peanut butter sandwiches mostly—or,

Mr. Shubin, is, of course, joshing, but the makers of Personna Blades are not. It, after trying our knives, we think there's another stainless steel blade that gives you more luxury shave, return the unused Personna for Box SOLD OUT. Shubin, Va., and we'll buy you a pack of any blade from this list.
Baron Sees Hope On The Horizon As Beavers Plan To plaster Post
By JERRY HOENIG

After losing his first two games of the year, the College's Lacrosse coach, George Baron, changed his predictions for the season. He originally foresaw only two or three wins, but now he forecasts a possible six victories. Baron changed his predictions after the Harvard game last Saturday, which the Beavers lost 8-7, putting up a great fight against a tough Crimson team.

Last Monday the Beavers lost to New Hampshire 9-1. Harvard is one of the top ranked teams nationally, and it was felt that Saturday's game would likely be Harvard's first loss after the short end of a disaster.

The only reason the Crimson were defeated last Saturday was because the Lavender freshmen were a team of great potential. However, several members of that freshmen team were declared ineligible this year, and a lot of the team's offense would be null for Harvard. Baron said his team has shaped up much better than he expected, and the fact that they came so close was a great moral victory.

Belfield Emile Castro has been the leading scorer of the season so far. Emile assists. Following Castro in total goals is the one of the Beaver's top men. Jim Moore, -1. Gary Johnson---1, Craig Hirsh---1, Jim McKeown---1, Herb Silkowitz---1.

Leading point getter Emil Castro (right) maneuvers around teammates in a Lavender practice session. Emile hopes to maneuver for some goals against C. W. Post at Greenvale, Long Island.

The Beavers will travel to Greenvale, Long Island on to face C. W. Post. Coach Al Brizziotti's team has a 2-2 record so far this year. Post defeated Villanova 17-2 and Bowdoin 12-6. Ohio State defeated the Pioneers 11-10 in a thrilling double overtime match. Post then lost to Harvard 11-7. If you look at this score and the one of the Beaver's third game to the Crimson, the Lavender look as if they have a good chance against Post's tough team.

Post's team is rough as the statistics show. Pioneer Junior Tom Pastel is the leading scorer in the nation with 17 goals. Don Martin, another fine attacker has 10 goals. Their goalie Ed Sutton is leading the nation in saves. Last year the Pioneers had a 10-2 record, and they defeated the Beavers with one goal and seven assists. Following Castro in total goals is the one of the Beaver's top men. Jim Moore, -1. Gary Johnson---1, Craig Hirsh---1, Jim McKeown---1, Herb Silkowitz---1.

Last Sunday, Manhattan upset Met champion St. John's 4-1 as star Redman pitcher Ken Wille won the loss. Wille is also a star with the basketball team. It was only St. John's fifth conference loss in four years. Fordham defeated XLY 5-4 yesterday.

Sol Mishkin seems to have brought good influence to the College's baseball team. The last time Mishkin coached the team they finished first in the Met League and now they're back at the top the way it is only after two games. Even if the Lavender do take the Met crown there's no guarantee that they'll be selected for the Nassau Invitational tournament, but if they are, they have almost no chance of going the distance.

It seems no team from District 2, where the College is located, has ever won the NCAA baseball championship. It's probably because the West Coast teams start playing sometime in January and play 50 or 60 games before the championship. Most Northern teams play 20 or 30 games at the meet. But you can dream, can't you?

The Beavers meet Columbia tomorrow at 3 PM at Baker Field (21st St. & 7th Avenue IRT). The first time the Lavender encountered the Lions, the Beavers mauled them 48-14.

Countless times during the past eleven months, I have tried to sit down and write about some of the many things that have disheartened and sometimes reduced me to tears, but I have only given damn about many of the things that a sportswriter is supposed to be bugged about.

For example, I have constantly received a barrage of criticism from the players and the public. They tell me that I don't get my story straight. I've even heard a few lines back, I said that I really didn't care about such things. God knows I haven't seen a second's sleep with them. The question is why?

Well surprisingly it's not because I have such a hobbled school spirit although I once almost convinced a guy in going on to Yeshiva University. All that we had some better wrestlers than his alma mater, which has a few NCAA champions. I admit, I'm a wild Beaver rooter even though I once almost convinced a fellow from Syracuse University that he can't play in the limited number of games. The lay to the whole thing is what I first said when I went into the OP office: "I want to write sports.

They say that sports are the only thing in the world but that's the world's problem, not mine. There is something pure and undefinable about the world of sports. The way the Jackie Robinson story can be used for that matter the out-and-out bigotry that still exists in all sports no level. Southern schools still won't accept a Negro into their teams. But in baseball like Jimmy Ellison can be signed.

And of course some institutions make further refinement as to the exclusion of certain students because of their religion, even though they can play on the same team. It seems no team from District 2, where the College is located, has ever won the NCAA baseball championship. It's probably because the West Coast teams start playing sometime in January and play 50 or 60 games before the championship. Most Northern teams play 20 or 30 games at the meet. But you can dream, can't you?

It takes roughly four seconds for a baseball player to move from home plate to first base (asssuming he hits the ball of course). But the next time you are watching a baseball game, try to think what is running through the players' minds. It's absurd but at that particular moment, the most important thing in the world is "reaching first safely" as far as the batter is concerned and "getting the batter out" as far as the fielders are concerned. Utterly absurd! But it's really nothing like the absurdity of people forced to picket for their freedom and equal rights in a country that fights wars in the name of freedom. And talking about ideology, what the American public really needs is a lesson of how to treat our state's demands. I once almost convinced a fellow from Syracuse University that he can't play in the limited number of games. The lay to the whole thing is what I first said when I went into the OP office: "I want to write sports."

Sometimes I wish I had never seen a sports page. Then maybe I wouldn't have gotten caught in the web of a tycoon and made a fool of myself. But if you can remember a few lines back, I said that I really didn't care about such things. God knows I haven't seen a second's sleep with them. The question is why?

Well surprisingly it's not because I have such a hobbled school spirit although I once almost convinced a fellow from Syracuse University that he can't play in the limited number of games. The lay to the whole thing is what I first said when I went into the OP office: "I want to write sports."

They say that sports are the only thing in the world but that's the world's problem, not mine. There is something pure and undefinable about the world of sports. The way the Jackie Robinson story can be used for that matter the out-and-out bigotry that still exists in all sports no level. Southern schools still won't accept a Negro into their teams. But in baseball like Jimmy Ellison can be signed.